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Spatial-domain cavity ringdown from a high-finesse plane
Fabry–Perot cavity
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We investigate the optical transmission of a tilted plane Fabry–Perot cavity leading to spatial cavity
ringdown, the exponentially decaying intensity output present along the transverse spatial
coordinate. Primary features of the spatial cavity ringdown are theoretically predicted from the
spectral and spatial cavity transfer function which is derived analytically on the combined basis of
ray optics and diffraction theory applied to an ideal diffraction lossless cavity of one transverse
dimension. Spatial frequency filtration by a narrow Lorentzian-shaped cavity resonance is shown to
play key roles on the spatial aspects of transmitted beam profiles. Our theoretical formulation is
further extended to the case of wedged plane Fabry–Perot cavities. The experimental observation of
spatial cavity ringdown signals exhibits an excellent agreement with the theoretical prediction.
© 2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1425443#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Cavity ringdown~CRD! refers to the transient of cavit
photon decay that occurs subsequent to the interruptio
optical excitation of a cavity. The time rate of such dec
being proportional to the total cavity loss, provides a sen
tive measure of quantifying the amount of loss attributed
the cavity itself and to the sample when introduced in
cavity. The principle of cavity ringdown spectroscop
~CRDS! takes advantages of this unique detection sche
measuring the ringdown time, i.e., the decay constant o
cavity ringdown signal that decreases exponentially in tim1

During the last decade there have been widespread C
applications, and a number of novel variations have emer
for advanced implementations.2–11 Among them is the real-
ization of the CRD technique in ‘‘spatial’’ domain rather tha
in ‘‘time’’ domain,12 which features a new optical arrang
ment using a plane Fabry–Perot~PFP! cavity in combination
with a narrow, collimated cw laser beam in oblique inciden
as Fig. 1 illustrates. The heart of spatial cavity ringdo
~SCRD! signal generation is, in a crude sense, very mu
analogous with the principle of the CRD technique th
works with a geometrically stable cavity to have transmit
wave components undergo a constant time delay and a
tensity decrease at each cavity round trip. A PFP etalon in
SCRD setup functions similarly, but produces the lateral d
placement and the intensity drop of the consecutively out
ing multiple beams along the spatial coordinate instead.
decay constant of a SCRD signal is found to associate
rectly with the total PFP etalon loss containing a sam
inside, which implies a potential of the SCRD concept
chemical sensing applications. Moreover, the SCRD adds

a!Electronic mail: jwhahn@kriss.re.kr
5820021-8979/2002/91(2)/582/13/$19.00
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vantageous features from the spectroscopic standpoin
well as high sensitivity inherited from the conventional CR
technique; the fact that the SCRD signal is persistent in t
along a spatial coordinate allows particular merits. Broa
band implementation is readily compatible by incorporati
a dispersive element with a two-dimensional array detec
in series to obtain frequency-dependent SCRD signals
single-shot fashion. This broadband capability would be p
ticularly promising for in situ spectral measurements in
volved with industrial process control and environmen
monitoring. In addition, the SCRD technique can be realiz
without the need for fast and sophisticated control mec
nisms such as a cavity-lock servo, a cavity dither circuitry
fast laser turn-off driver, and a rapid cavity excursion proc
dure that are indispensable for the conventional CRD te
nique using cw lasers.8–10 Data acquisition is made mor
efficient through time-averaged cw detection, even with
use of low-grade slow detection systems since the SC
technique does not rely on the repetition rate and the d
tion of transient CRD events. Such less-demanding techn
configuration for producing and detecting CRD signa
should allow an extension of spectral coverage of the C
technique. Previously, the feasibility of the SCRD techniq
has been verified in part through the numerical simulat
and demonstrated successfully in a preliminary experimen12

In this article, a rigorous theoretical underpinning is pr
sented for the SCRD transmission. The spectral and sp
transfer function of an ideal diffraction lossless cavity wi
one transverse dimension is derived analytically on the co
bined basis of ray optics and diffraction theory. Aspects
spatial frequency filtration through a narrow Lorentzian ca
ity resonance mode clearly accounts for the primary SC
features including: the exponential decrease in spatial in
sity distribution, the ringdown distance~decay constant!, the
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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transmitted beam intensity, and the effects of frequency
tuning. Theoretical consideration is further extended to
case of nonparallel cavity mirror alignment~wedged PFP
cavity! and the deviation of SCRD profiles to nonexponen
decays is examined by a numerical simulation. Finally,
theoretical predictions are experimentally confirmed by
serving the SCRD signals from a tilted PFP cavity.

It should be mentioned about the theoretical formulat
to treat the PFP cavity transmission that our approach ta
here is distinctive from the previous ones based on the r
nator theory and the modal analysis.13 We give focus on the
spatial transformation of a transmitted beam. The exist
theories that have been developed for the stable cav
comprising spherical mirrors cannot be applicable to P
cavities with which transverse modes are no longer permi
because of their unstable resonator configuration; any
fracting beam in a PFP cavity blows up in size during cav
round-trips. Even the numerical work done for finite-apertu
PFP resonators suffering diffraction loss14–17 is inadequate
for our purpose to isolate the physics of spatial filtration d
solely to the beam propagation and the interference in a
cavity itself. Thus a new theoretical formulation is attempt
in this study through a direct integration of the multip
beam interference and the diffraction, excluding the diffra
tion loss by assuming an ideal PFP cavity with a sufficien
large aperture so as not to truncate the diffracting beams

II. THEORETICAL FORMULATION

An intuitive description of the optical transmissio
through a tilted PFP cavity can be made readily by a dir
account of multiple beam interference between the diffra
ing beam components in cavity round-trips, where the d
fraction theory and the geometrical optics are involved. W
the aid of Fourier relation, analytic expression for the cav
transfer function is then derived with respect to both
wavelength~or the optical frequency! and the spatial fre-
quency ~or the angular spectrum component! of an input
beam. One can thus regard the PFP cavity transmission a

FIG. 1. Optical configuration of a tilted plane Fabry–Perot~PFP! cavity
producing spatial cavity ringdown~SCRD! output.
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optical filtration that affects both the spectrum and partic
larly the spatial shape of a transmitted beam while only
spectral transmission function has received much attentio
far. The theoretical description will extend to include
wedged PFP cavity transmission. Preserving the esse
physics equivalent with that of the previous work based
the waveguide theory,18,19 our theoretical formulation is ap
proached in a straightforward fashion without converting
problem into a waveguide geometry. It is also worth rema
ing that the PFP cavity configuration we consider here
cludes only a PFP cavity itself for finite-size diffracting bea
inputs, which is obviously different from the usual PFP i
terferometric setup in which a diverging beam source an
focusing lens are incorporated to form ring-shaped Haidin
fringes in the far field.

A. Derivation of PFP cavity transfer function in the
SCRD geometry

Focusing on the essential of a tilted PFP cavity transm
sion, the theoretical formulation will be worked out for
simplified situation as depicted in Fig. 1. A one-dimension
~1D! beam with its transverse profile along thex coordinate
propagates in the positivez direction toward the cavity. Con
sider a PFP cavity comprising two parallel infinite-plane m
rors with reflectanceR5uRu2 and transmittanceT5uT u2,
separated by the distanceL. The configuration is made a b
general to cover the SCRD geometry in which the cav
mirror planes are tilted byu from thex axis on thexz plane,
allowing for the oblique incidence of an input beam equiv
lently. The PFP transmission process would then involve~i!
the intracavity reflections producing multiple transmitt
beams with different propagation distances and different
eral walk-offs,~ii ! the diffraction of a beam propagating bac
and forth inside the cavity, and~iii ! the multiple beam inter-
ference at the cavity exit.20,21

Based on the theoretical model combining the geome
cal and wave optical aspects aforementioned, the resu
field observable after the exit mirrorEFP(x;z) is expressible
as the sum of all spatially overlapped optical fields leav
the PFP cavity:

EFP~x;z!5 (
n50

`

T 2R 2nE~x2nxr ;z1nzr !, ~1!

where E(x;z) is the electric field of an input beam,xr

52L sinu the lateral displacement of a beam at each cav
round trip, zr52L cosu the optical path length differenc
between the consecutive beams, andn the number of round-
trips taken by the field components. The fieldE(x;z) is pref-
erentially set to be a plane wave in a given initial intens
profile at z50 where the PFP cavity’s entrance mirror
located. Then it undergoes a distortion in both the amplitu
profile and the phase front because of the diffraction as
beam propagates over the distance ofz.

In order to treat the diffraction of a propagating bea
the angular spectrum propagation method22 based on the first
Rayleigh–Sommerfeld diffraction formula is applied
specify the optical fieldE(x;z). The theory is generally valid
over the region covering from near to far field. Given t
initial field distributionE(x;z0) along thex coordinate on a
 license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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particular plane atz5z0 , the field distributionE(x;z) at z
.z0 can be explicitly determined from the transfer equat
that is defined in the spatial frequency domain (kx) as,

Ẽ~kx ;z!5H̃~kx ;z2z0!uk Ẽ~kx ;z0!, ~2!

where H̃(kx ;z)uk5exp@izAk22kx
2# is the transfer function

for free space propagation of a monochromatic light be
with the wave numberk5v/c52p/l. Here the Fourier
transform relation given by

E~x;z!5
1

2p E dkx Ẽ~kx ;z!exp@ ikxx#, ~3!

is used to directly associate the spatial field distribut
E(x;z) along thex coordinate to the spatial frequency spe
trum Ẽ(kx ;z), which can be interpreted as a plane wa
component having the direction cosine vector (cosa, cosg)
[(kx /k, kz /k) wherek25kx

21kz
2 . This suggests that a pur

diffraction of a beam may be regarded as a linear, disper
spatial filter of finite bandwidth (kx,k).

By taking the Fourier transform@Eq. ~3!# of the PFP
cavity response in Eq.~1! followed by substituting the dif-
fraction formula@Eq. ~2!# into it, one could obtain the result
ant transmission spectrumẼFP(kx ;z) for z>z01L, relating
the input and the output fields simply as

ẼFP~kx ;z!5H̃FP~kx ;z2z0!uk Ẽ~kx ;z0!, ~4!

whereH̃FP(kx ;z)uk is found to take the analytic form give
by

H̃FP~kx ;z!uk5
T 2 exp@ izAk22kx

2#

12R 2 exp@ i ~zrAk22kx
22xrkx!#

, ~5!

whereT5AT exp@iwT# andR5AR exp@iwR#. The above ex-
pression is the transfer function of a PFP cavity for a mo
chromatic beam of the wave numberk with its spatial fre-
quency components atkx . The PFP geometry introduces
transfer functionH̃FP having peculiar properties: originatin
from the cavity multiple reflection and the multiple interfe
ence other than pure diffraction, the PFP transmission
tures simultaneous linear spectral (k5v/c) and spatial (kx)
filtration within the bandwidth limit,kx,k. Unlike the trans-
fer function H̃(kx ;z)uk accounting for diffraction only, the
filtration done by H̃FP(kx ;z)uk accompanies not only th
phase dispersion but also the modulus attenuation of an i
beam. It is also noted that the PFP transfer funct
H̃FP(kx ;z)uk is independent of the choice for the position o
PFP cavity entrance along thez axis between the input beam
plane atz0 and the observing plane atz.

B. Spectral and spatial filtration in a PFP cavity

Due to the phase factord of the exponential in the de
nominator ofH̃FP in Eq. ~5!, the PFP transmissionuH̃FPu2 in
the form of Airy’s function imposes a resonance transmiss
condition given by

d5zrAk22kx
22xrkx12wR52mp, ~6!
Downloaded 24 Nov 2009 to 143.248.17.47. Redistribution subject to AIP
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wherem is an integer. According to the resonance conditi
given by Eq.~6!, the resonance transmission contours in
two-dimensional~2D! space ofk andkx are thus found to be
hyperbolic curves specified by

k2

Km
2 2

~kx1Km sinu!2

~Km cosu!2 51, ~7!

where we took an abbreviation forKm5(2pm22wR)/2L.
The wave numberKm simply implies themth resonance
wave numberKm52p/lm that would hold for an ideal 1D
longitudinal Fabry–Perot cavity of lengthL. Spectral (k)
and spatial (kx) transmission windows of a typical PFP ca
ity are displayed in Fig. 2. Resonant transmission occ
only for input beam components having the wavelength a
the spatial frequency that could both fall within the narro
region in the vicinity of such resonance contours. Hyperbo
resonance contours have their apexes periodically positio
at k5Km in the spectral directionk with a period of 2p/zr

and their symmetric axes shifted by2Km sinu along the
direction of spatial frequencykx . The width of resonance
contours becomes narrower as the finesseF5pAR/(12R)
of a PFP cavity increases. To get an appreciable trans
sion, the input beam frequencyw5ck must be retained a
any one of the resonance frequencies within the detunin
V5v2v (m) less than FSR/F, with FSR52pc/zr denoting
the free spectral range of a PFP cavity.23,24

A transmission function along spatial frequencykx can
be obtained as shown in Fig. 3. Given the frequencyv
5ck of an input beam, the transmission curve is directly t
cross section of the contour surface ofuH̃FPu2 in Fig. 2, cut
along the line in the direction of spatial frequency. For hi
finesse of a PFP cavity, sharp transmission peaks exist
series to both sides of a relatively broad transmission w
dow that results from the apex of a hyperbolic resona
contour. The peak width and the separation between adja
peaks are decreasing as a peak goes away from the b

FIG. 2. Spectral and spatial transmission resonance of a tilted PFP c
with resonance orderm’s around N520 000 and the tilt angle ofu
510 mrad. Exact resonance contours satisfying Eq.~6! are represented in
solid lines along with adjacent contours of finite detunings (Dm560.1) in
dotted lines.
 license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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transmission window. When the input frequencyv5ck de-
tunes from resonance, the series of peaks moves either
ward or inward with reference to the transmission windo
depending on the sign of detuning. The width and the se
ration of peaks changes with the detuning as well. When
detuning becomes an integer multiple of the cavity FSR,
transmission curve is identical with the original. As for th
broad transmission window, the effect of detuning is qu
different from that for the transmission peaks. With a po
tive detuning, the transmission window is reduced in the c
tral transmittance but deforms dramatically to produce sa
lite peaks going outward on both sides. A negative detun
on the other hand, simply results in a shrunken transmis
window with lower transmittance and narrower width.
contrast to the transmission along spatial frequency, the s
tral transmission function for a beam component of a giv
spatial frequencykx is rather plain in its behavior. Transmis
sion peaks of equal width are periodically located with se
ration of FSR52pc/zr . Depending on the spatial frequenc
the periodic transmission peaks simply shift either forwa
or backward without changing their structure.

In effect to the spatial frequency dependent transm
tance clearly shown in Figs. 2 and 3, a transmitted beam
filtered in spatial frequency and thereby deforms in its spa
profile. Such spatial filtration involved would certainly alt
the aspects of the PFP cavity transmission that has been
ally treated along the longitudinal direction only.25 With the
higher finesse of a PFP cavity, the resonance transmis
structures would become narrower and well isolated from
other adjacent resonance transmission. Mediated by a r
nance transmission peak, the transmission will induce a d

FIG. 3. Tilted PFP cavity transmittance as a function of spatial freque
(kx) at a given wave numberk. The transmittance curves are obtained
taking sections of the PFP cavity transfer function along the three con
values of the wave numberk5v/c with detunings of~a! V520.03 FSR,
~b! V50, and ~c! V50.03 FSR from the resonance of the orderm
520 000, respectively. A PFP cavity with the mirror reflectivity ofR50.9
and the tilt angle ofu510 mrad was considered for the calculation. No
that the location of a sharp transmission peak nearkx50 drifts with the
detuning.
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tic spatial filtration especially for an input beam chosen
have a finite incidence angle. This offers a naive physi
background of SCRD, which will be discussed in comple
detail in the following section.

C. Physical background of spatial cavity ringdown

When a PFP cavity is tilted from the normal incidence
an input beam propagating along thez axis, the transmitted
output is far more spatially filtered than it would be with th
normal incidence. This is because the transmitted be
would see a narrow resonance peak aroundkx;0 in a tilted
cavity rather than a relatively broad resonance band for
normal incidence. Since the transmission peak become
sharp Lorentzian for a high-finesse cavity, the output be
should have a spatially broadened profile in an exponen
decay regardless of the shape of an input beam on the
dition that the input beam is sufficiently small in size. Su
an exponential decay along the spatial coordinate of a ca
exit will be referred to asspatial cavity ringdown~SCRD!12

throughout this article. The time domain analogy of the
pect can be found in the Fabry–Perot cavity response un
pulsed laser excitation.26–28

Although a crude argument using geometrical opt
could support the principle of SCRD to some extent, a co
plete treatment is only possible on the basis of wave opt
with which both the beam propagation and interference
multiple beams could be taken into account physica
Hence the SCRD concept is established from the tran
function H̃FP(kx ;L)uk we have obtained for a tilted PFP ca
ity. Resonance transmission in a tilted PFP cavity is perm
ted for

H̃FP~kx ;L !uk5
T 2 exp@ iLAk22kx

2#

12R 2 exp@ i ~zrAk22kx
22xrkx!#

, ~8!

taking the phase factord5zrAk22kx
22xrkx12wR that sat-

isfies themth order resonance condition atkx50 given by

d0uk5zrk12wR52mp, ~9!

with the properly assigned parameterk52p/lm . For high
mirror reflectivity R close to 1, theH̃FP(kx ;L)uk becomes a
localized function in the narrow region ofkx!1 and
d(kx)uk2d0uk!1, which is true when@]d(kx)uk /]kx#0Þ0.
In the vicinity of the resonance atkx50, the phase factor
d(kx)uk can be expressible with the first order expansion,

d~kx!uk'd0uk1F]d~kx!uk
]kx

G
0

kx'd0k2xrkx , ~10!

provided that the conditionxr@zr ukxu/k is satisfied to make
the above linear approximation hold. The condition must
met within the entire region of interest whereDkx

&Dd res/xr over which the transfer function does not vanis
The condition is thus rewritten cooperatively asxr

2

@zrDd res/k or as, in more practical terms,

ucrit@Al~12R!

2pL
, ~11!

y

nt
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by estimating the extent ofDd res with ;2p/F52p@(1
2R)/pAR #. The transfer function can then be approx
mated near the resonance atkx50 as

H̃FP~kx ;L !uk'
T exp@ i ~kL12wT!#

12R exp@2 ixrkx#

'
T exp@ i ~kL12wT!#

~12R!1 iRxrkx
, ~12!

and this readily leads to a Lorentzian transmission funct
for intensity given by

uH̃FP~kx ;L !u2'
~T/xr !

2

1

4 F2~12R!

xr
G2

1kx
2

. ~13!

The Lorentzian-shaped transmission in the spatial freque
domain implies, by Fourier transform relation, the transm
sion output with an exponential decay profile on the spa
coordinate. This is what we call spatial cavity ringdow
characterized by a decay constantsd5xr /2(12R) which is
equal to the inverse of full width at half maximum~FWHM!
linewidth g (trm)52(12R)/xr of the Lorentzian transmissio
function.

The generation of SCRD signals through spatial filt
tion might be invoked alternatively from the argument bas
on geometrical optics. From Eq.~1! we could roughly expec
a ringdown intensity profile along the spatial coordinatex on
the condition that the influence of diffraction does not se
ously alter the physics involved. A tilted PFP cavity fun
tions so as to produce the lateral displacement and the in
sity drop of consecutively outgoing multiple beams
depicted in Fig. 1. The intensity of an outgoing beam co
ponent after n round trips diminishes asI}I oR2n'I o

3exp@22n(12R)# and the laterally walks off byx5nxr

52nL sinu. On this account, the cavity output will follow
the spatial dependence of exp@22(12R)x/xr# and the decay
constantsd of such profile can be readily predicted as

sd5
xr

2~12R!
5

L sinu

12R
, ~14!

which will be called ringdown distance hereafter.

D. Theoretical treatment for a misaligned PFP cavity
with nonparallel mirrors

Nonparallelism of the cavity mirror alignment29,30 is one
of the common experimental defects likely to occur in pra
tice and might give rise to much difference between the t
oretical expectations made for an ideal PFP cavity.

The convenience of a transfer function in terms of s
tial frequency is, however, no more available with such n
parallel Fabry–Perot cavities. Such a transfer function d
not exist owing to the fact that a non parallel PFP cav
would successively produce the outgoing beams with a s
tial frequency being deviated from the initial spatial fr
quency component with the increasing number of cavity
flectionsn. As illustrated in Fig. 4, the propagating beam
would undergo wave front tilts by 2n« and extend its dimen
sion on a specificz plane by the factor of 1/cos 2n« when the
Downloaded 24 Nov 2009 to 143.248.17.47. Redistribution subject to AIP
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planes of cavity mirrors are wedged by«. The lateral profile
shift on thex coordinate and the phase delay between ad
cent outgoing beams are therefore no longer preserve
constants. The nonstationary condition exerted on the sp
features along the lateral direction does not allow the spa
frequency arguments to be valid.

Lacking in any transfer function for a nonparallel PF
cavity, we still have a way to deal with the problem. B
taking advantage of the theoretical formulation developed
the spatial domain, we can resort to the numerical techniq
Recalling that our approach combines the geometrical
the wave optical aspects of a PFP cavity, the nonparallel
cavity can be numerically investigated based on the form
lation modified from Eq.~1! as

EFP~x;L !5 (
n50

`

T 2R 2nEn~x2xn ;L1zn!, ~15!

whereEn(x;z) is the diffracting field of a propagating beam
at z imposed with a wave front tilt by the angle of 2n«, xn

the lateral shift of thenth outgoing beam with reference t
the input position,zn the optical path length of thenth out-
going beam with reference to the cavity entrance, andn the
number of round-trips of a propagating beam. As in Fig.
illustrating the wedged PFP cavity with a virtual pivot poi
of extended mirror planes that is introduced for easier g
metrical calculations,31,32the lateral profile shiftxn at z5L is
obtained analytically as

xn5
L

tan« F cosu

cos~u12n«!
21G , ~16!

which is approximately 2nL(u1n«) for small angles, and
the propagation distancezn at z5L is derived to be

zn5LFcosu tan~u12n«!

tan«
2S sinu

tan«
2

1

cosu D21G , ~17!

which can be reduced to 2nL(11nu«14n2«2/3) in a small
angle approximation.

FIG. 4. Optical geometry of a tilted PFP cavity with nonparallel mirr
alignment.
 license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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III. NUMERICAL INVESTIGATION OF SPATIAL CAVITY
RINGDOWN: PFP CAVITY TRANSMISSION
SIGNALS WITH OBLIQUE BEAM INCIDENCE

A. Basic spatial and spectral features

Typical ringdown signal profiles were simulated in th
spatial domain by the direct numerical calculation
EFP(x;L)5(n50

` T 2R 2nE(x2nxr ;L1nzr) presented in Eq.
~1!. The diffracting optical fieldE(x;z) was numerically cal-
culated by using the first Rayleigh–Sommerfeld diffracti
formula, given the initial transverse beam profile of a mon
chromatic input atz50. For the following numerical simu
lation, a simple model for the diffracting beam inputs w
chosen with a monochromatic super-Gaussian be
E(x;z)uk in the form of

E~x;z!5A~x;z!expF2
ln 2

2 S x

whw
D 2qGexp@ ikz#, ~18!

wherewhw5D/2 is the half width of an input beam,q the
order of super-Gaussian,k5v/c the wave number, and
A(x;z) the complex amplitude variation caused by the d
fraction of a propagating beam. The input beams are
sumed to locate its waist at the entrance face of the
interferometer atz50 by lettingA(x;z0)50. Note that one
might alternatively use the analytic solutionE(x;z) in the
spatial domain for a Gaussian beam (q51). For higher order
super-Gaussian beams (q.1), one can resort to the numer
cal calculation for bothE(x;z) and Ẽ(kx ;z) based on the
diffraction formula given by Eqs.~2! and~3!. However, most
of our analytic discussion in this article will be made with
Gaussian (q51) input whose spatial frequency spectru
uẼ(kx ;z0)u2 is easily available asuẼ0u2 exp@2(D2/4ln 2)kx

2#.
In fact, further constraints must be satisfied for SCRD

g (trm)!Dkx(in)!G (trm) , ~19!

~i! the linewidthg (trm)52(12R)/xr of a Lorentzian trans-
mission peak must be much narrower than the spatial
quency extentDkx(in)54ln 2/D of an input beam, generatin
a genuine exponential decay signal regardless of the sha
an input beam, and~ii ! the spacing between the adjace
transmission peak of next orderG (trm)5Ak2 sin2u1k(2p/L)
2ksinu must be marginally wider in order for an input bea
not to be resonant with more than one transmission pe
otherwise multiple exponential decays accompanying sp
interference fringes will result. The constraint specified
Eq. ~19!, would readily yield the relations between the cav
tilt angle uSCRD and the input beam sizeD given by

12R

4ln 2 S D

L D! sinuSCRD!
p

4ln 2 S D

L D . ~20!

1. Exponential decay profiles

Figure 5 shows the results obtained for the intensity p
files of the SCRD signal generated using a detuned Gaus
(q51) beam input and with the following simulation param
eters: cavity lengthL of 10 mm, mirror reflectanceR of
0.99, cavity tilt u of 5 mrad, input beam wavelengthl at
632.8 nm, and initial beam sizeD of 1 mm in FWHM. Using
Eq. ~5! the cavity transmission curves are also plotted a
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function of spatial frequency for each detuned input bea
The input beam wave numberk52p/l was reassigned to
the nearest resonance wave numberk(m)52p/l (m) so that
the dc spatial frequency component (kx50) of an input
beam can be resonant with a tilted cavity by satisfying
condition k(m)zr12wR52pm where R5AR exp(iwR) and
an integerm. Then the frequency detuningV of the beam
was defined byV5v2v (m) with v (m)5ck(m) .

As shown in the each inset of Fig. 5, the input bea
distribution ~dotted! is centered at dc spatial frequency (kx

50) and has a finite spatial frequency extent in the Gaus
shape which is inversely proportional to the width of t
input beam. On the other hand, the center of the spatial
quency transmission curve~solid! is shifted fromkx50 in
the presence of cavity tilt u and locates at kx

520.005@2p/l# where a broad transmission band is su
posed to appear and disappear with the detuning. Instead
first transmission peak is positioned at dc spatial freque
(kx50) in the case of zero detuningV50. As the detuning
increases, the transmission peaks move outward from
center and this in turn gives rise to the change in the ove
feature between the input beam spatial frequency distribu
and the first transmission peak.

It is notable that the consequence of multiple beam
terference of diffracting beams in a PFP etalon does not p
a serious role in the exponential decay feature which is
pected roughly from Eq.~1!; despite the diffractive distortion
occurring at each individual outgoing beam component
intensity and phase profile, a smooth decay of a SCRD sig

FIG. 5. SCRD signal generation in a tilted PFP cavity by using Gauss
beam inputs with frequency detunings. The transmitted spatial profiles
shown for the frequency detunings of~a! V50, ~b! V50.05 FSR, and~c!
V50.5 FSR. In the inset of each figure the transmission curve of the ti
PFP cavity~solid! and the input beam distribution~dotted! are depicted as a
function of spatial frequency. The results shown here are for a 10-mm-
PFP cavity comprising mirrors of the reflectivityR50.99 with the cavity tilt
angle of u55 mrad, illuminated by a Gaussian beam input at the wa
length of 632.8 nm having the FWHM width ofD51.0 mm.
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is obtained if the input beam diameter is greater thanxr . The
decay has been verified to be a single exponential de
through a numerical curve fit when the input beam is re
nant with the tilted cavity. As the input frequency is detun
from the cavity resonance, the onset intensity of a decay
decreases and a transient peak begins to manifest at the
nal forefront. Still the decay envelope following the transie
peak is an exponential decay but with a ringdown dista
deviated from that in case of resonance. When the detu
goes beyond a certain threshold toward antiresonanc
transmitted signal merely contains a diminished trans
peak without any decaying part.

Since the SCRD profile is directly the Fourier transfo
of the transmitted spatial frequency spectrum, the SCRD
tures can be inferred in the context of how the cavity tra
mission curve overlaps with the spatial frequency distrib
tion of an input beam. When the transmission peak loca
exactly at the center of the spatial spectrum of an input@see
Fig. 5~a!#, a smooth exponential decay signal is obtain
with maximum signal. With a frequency detuning@see Fig.
5~b!#, the cavity transmission is attributed by the Lorentzi
peak transmission producing an exponential decay signal
the residual transmission permitting a transient peak pro
at the signal front. Because of the reduced coupling of spa
frequency components through the Lorentzian peak, the
tensity level of the decaying part is lower than that in t
case of resonance. The transient peak is the consequenc
whole spatial spectrum transmission of an input beam tha
achieved by the nearly flat residual transmittance of a ca
spanning over the entire spatial frequency region. Abov
certain frequency detuning@see Fig. 5~c!#, only a small tran-
sient peak profile remains because of the absence of the
tribution from the Lorentzian peak transmission.

2. Spatial and spectral behaviors with the frequency
detuning

Examining the ringdown signal profiles, the variation
ringdown distancesd and ringdown signal intensity wa
quantitatively assessed as changing the frequency detu
V as shown Fig. 6. In the presence of detuning, the ringdo
distance reveals a deviation from the theoretical predic
sd5L sinu/(12R) which has been deduced on the basis
geometrical optics and found to be identical with the res
of wave optics in the first order approximation. The discre
ancy is found to be proportional with the frequency detun
as long as a ringdown signal contains a part that expon
tially decays. The reason for this detuning dependence
ringdown distance can be inferred by the transmission p
structure of a detuned cavity and the finite spatial freque
distribution of an input beam. By using Eqs.~9! and~10!, the
transmission function for a frequency detuningV
5VFSR@FSR# in terms of FSR52pc/zr can be derived from
modifying Eq.~13! to read

uH̃FP~kx ;L !u2'
~T/xr (V)!

2

1

4 F2~12R!

xr (V)
G2

1~kx2kx(V)!
2

, ~21!
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where the effective lateral shiftxr (V)5xr1lVFSR/sinu and
the resonance spatial frequencykx(V)52pVFSR/xr have
been found.

For positive~negative! detuning, the transmission pea
shifts to higher~lower! spatial frequency and the peak wid
gets narrowed~broadened!. Within the extent of the spatia
frequency distribution of an input beam, a shifted transm
sion peak still permits a ringdown signal but with the rin
down distance which is different from that at exact resona
owing to the change in the transmission peak width. T
analytic prediction for such ringdown distance variation c
be obtained directly from the resonance width of the detu
transmission peak given in Eq.~21!, which leads to

sd(V)5
L sinu

~12R! F11S l

2L sin2u DVFSRG . ~22!

An alternative explanation can be made with terms a
more geometrical: a finite-size beam having a geometr
incidence angleu actually consists of spatial frequency com
ponents distributed within a certain extent, or equivalen
beam components of different propagation directions aro
the incidence angleu. The detuned cavity is then more res
nant with a beam component at a different incidence an
rather than that at the original incidence angleu. Thus the
beam component at an incidence angle ofu8 is selectively
transmitted to result in a ringdown distance ofsd8
5L sinu8/(12R).

The detuning-dependent ringdown signal takes place
certain range of frequency detuning as shown in Fig. 6~b!,
which is determined primarily by the size of an input bea
D, or alternatively the spatial frequency extentDkx(in) . The
resonance interval ofVFSR can be estimated fromDkx(in)

5kx(V)52pVFSR/xr , which reads as

FIG. 6. SCRD behaviors with the frequency detuningV between a cavity
resonance and an input beam. The dependence is displayed for~a! the ring-
down distancesd and~b! the characteristic intensity levels of a SCRD sign
where the solid line represents the peak intensity of a SCRD signal and
dotted line the onset intensity of an exponential decay envelope. The re
shown here are for a 10-mm-long PFP cavity comprising mirrors of
reflectivity R50.99 with a cavity tilt angle ofu55 mrad, illuminated by a
Gaussian beam input at the wavelength of 632.8 nm having the FW
width of D51.0 mm.
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DV5
4ln 2

p

L sinu

D
@FSR#. ~23!

Another important feature to be noted is the redshift of
resonance center. As implied by Eq.~21!, the Lorentzian
transmission peak becomes broader in linewidth for
negative detuning, allowing more coupling of the spatial f
quency components of an input for transmission. The tra
off between the widening of the transmission windo
g (trm)52(12R)/@xr1lVFSR/sinu#, and the decrease in th
intensity of spatial frequency components,I kx(in)}

exp@2(D2/4ln 2)(2pVFSR/xr)
2# with negative detunings, de

termines the resonance peak detuning to appear at

Vc52
L sin2 u

l F12A12
2ln 2

p2 sin2 u

l2

D2G @FSR# ~24!

'2
ln 2

p2 S lL

D2D @FSR# for l!D sinu, ~25!

where the dependence on the cavity tilt angleu could be
eliminated for the large angle regime.

3. Potential for spectroscopic applications

Further numerical calculation has verified that the sim
analytic prediction for ringdown distancesd0

5L sinu/(1
2R) is valid over a wide choice for cavity lengthL, per-pass
loss of a cavityL5(12R)!1, incidence angleu!1, and
input beam parameters including its shapeq and sizeD. On
this ground, any change in the ringdown distance of a SC
signal can be exploited to probe additional cavity lo
Lsample5aL that is to be introduced between the cavity m
rors as a sample gas with absorption coefficienta. Known all
other system parametersL, u, R, andv the ringdown dis-
tance in the presence of the sample would becomesd

5(L sinu)/@(12R)1aL#, and thereby the sample lossLsample

can be determined fromaL5L sinu (sd
212sd0

21).

In the experimental point of view, one is to observe t
cavity output signals on resonance characterized more li
by maximum signal levels rather than by a theoretical ass
ment. Therefore the realistic ringdown distance would
observed as

sd(Vc)5
L sinu

~12R! F12
ln 2

2p2 S l

D sinu D 2G ~26!

by substituting Eq.~25! into Eq. ~22!. This would cause a
fractional accuracy error involving the cavity loss measu
ment by the factor of (ln 2/2p2)(l/D sinu)2, but can be
made negligible in the experiment. Even worse ambigu
may arise when one could just maintain the cavity resona
no better than the detuningVerr5herrDV, which would limit
the relative precision of the ringdown distance measurem
ss /sd as

ss

sd
5

2ln 2

p S l

D sinu Dherr. ~27!

The higher signal-to-noise~S/N! ratio of SCRD profiles and
the tighter frequency control are therefore the indispensa
requirements to promise for the higher precision meas
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ment of the ringdown distancesd , and the higher sensitivity
on the cavity lossL in turn, from the minimum detectable
loss given byLmin5(12R)ss/sd .

B. Spatial cavity ringdown in a wedged PFP cavity

1. Dependence on the mirror wedge angle

From the viewpoint of SCRD signal generation, the n
merical investigation was made on how the nonparalleli
of PFP cavity mirrors alters the ringdown behaviors fou
with an ideal tilted PFP cavity. The output signals from
wedged PFP cavity using a small input beam were calcula
for several cavity wedge angles and the results are show
Fig. 7. The PFP cavity and the input beam are presume
be resonant (V50) at the center of the beam incidence a
the size of an input beamD51 mm was set to be sufficiently
smaller than the ringdown distancesd55 mm.

For positive wedge angles with which the cavity g
becomes larger in the direction of ringdown, the ringdow
signals show little change in the eye but only a slight
crease of the ringdown distance and a nonexponential de
envelope. In contrast, negative wedge angles cause a
crease in the ringdown distance accompanying nonexpo
tial transmission, which is nearly proportional to the mag
tude of wedge angles. The most intriguing feature presen
this case is that the nonexponential decay envelop abru
stops at a certain position and the intensity modulation
superimposed on the decay envelope. As can be easily
pected, the signal envelope decreases more rapidly with
larger magnitude of negative wedge angle. It is inferred t
the negative wedge angle gradually reduces the inclina
angle of multiply reflected beams and finally produces co
terpropagating wave components after a certain numbe

FIG. 7. SCRD signals from wedged PFP cavities using a small-size in
beam. On the left column are the SCRD signals for the positive we
angles of~a! 10mrad, ~b! 15mrad, and~c! 20mrad, and on the right column
the negative wedge angles of~a’! 210mrad, ~b’! 215mrad, and ~c’!
220mrad. The results shown here are for a 10-mm-long PFP cavity c
prising mirrors of the reflectivityR50.99 with a cavity tilt angle ofu
55 mrad, illuminated by a Gaussian beam input at the wavelength of 6
nm having the FWHM width ofD51.0 mm.
 license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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reflections to interfere with the wave components in
original direction, which gives rise to partial standing wav

It would be instructive to make a crude prediction for t
transmitted intensity distributionI (x): this can be obtained
from the geometrical argument that

I n}
R2n

~dx/dn!
'

exp@22n~12R!#

~dx/dn!
, ~28!

using the relations deduced from Eq.~16!, n'x/2Lu
2(«/u)(x/2Lu)2 anddx/dn52Lu14L«n. The transmitted
intensity then follows the spatial profile in the form of

I ~x!'
I o exp@2x/S~x!#

V~x!
, ~29!

with the nonexponential correction functions given by

S~x!5
Lu

12R S 12
1

2
kxD , ~30!

V~x!511kx2
1

2
k2x2, ~31!

wherek5«/Lu2 for «!u!1.
In addition, a steep break point in the decay profile o

curring for the case of a negative wedge can be estim
roughly as well. What is supposed to happen at such a lo
tion is the turning of the pointing direction of a transmitte
field to have thex-component increment (xn2xn21) of its
exit position be reversed from positive to negative valu
the condition (dx/dn)50 readily dictates the break point t
be present at

sbrk5Lu2/2u«u ~32!

regardless of the mirror reflectivityR. At the tuning point,
the spatial dispersion proportional to (dx/dn) takes on a
minimum and the counterpropagating waves are most lik
to be comparable with each other in the intensity, thus res
ing in the peaking of intensity and the maximum modulati
contrast. The theoretical expectation for the break points
the condition in Figs. 7~a’!–7~c’!, yields, respectively, 12.5
8.3, and 6.25 mm, which is in good accordance with
result of direct numerical calculation. The modulation h
the smaller period at the position closer to the onset o
decay signal since the counterpropagating wave compon
could have larger intersection angles than those near
turning point.

2. Influence of the transverse extent of an input beam

Transmission in a wedged PFP cavity with the ringdo
geometry also exhibits another kind of intensity modulat
other than that caused by the counterpropagating wave in
ference. It is originated from the nonlinear increase~de-
crease! of phase delays in the multiply reflecting beam co
ponents because of the increasing~decreasing! optical path
length per cavity round-trip in a positively~negatively!
wedged cavity. This can be understood from Eq.~17!, which
approximates to the nonlinear increase of path lengthzn

52nL(11nu«14n2«2/3). The resultant vector sum of th
complex amplitude of total multiple beams produces int
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sity maxima and minima alternating with periods that b
come shorter gradually in the latter part of ringdown profile
The intensity modulation could extend over a distance tha
spanned by the spatial dimension of an input beam.33–37

Spatial ringdown signals from a wedged PFP cavity w
calculated with a large-size (D56 mm) input beam which
has a dimension comparable with the ringdown dista
(sd;5 mm). Figure 8 clearly shows the intensity modulati
that could occur not only by the wedging of cavity mirro
but also by the large dimension an input beam. Further
merical calculation confirmed that the modulation tak
place within the extent of the order of an input beam sp
and the modulation visibility gets higher when the number
interfering beams is made larger by enlarging the input be
size. Also found is that the modulation periods beco
shorter for a larger wedge angle of the cavity. Comparing
profiles shown in Figs. 7 and 8, one can note that the mo
lation of this kind is additionally superposed on the ringdow
signal envelope along with the typical features in a wedg
PFP cavity.

3. Frequency detuning behavior

Intriguingly, the effects of frequency detuning on th
ringdown signal profile in a wedged PFP cavity are mo
asymmetric with the sign of detuning as compared with th
in an ideal PFP cavity. Spatial ringdown signals from
wedged PFP cavity are shown in Fig. 9 in the presence
frequency detunings. First, let us examine the detuning
havior in a positively wedged cavity. If frequency detuning
positive, the change in the profile of a ringdown signal w
the increase of detuning is similar to that which occurr
with an ideal PFP cavity. The intensity level of a decay sig
is diminished and a transient peak appears at the forefron
the ringdown profile in the presence of detuning. With neg
tive detuning, however, the transient peak does not man
until reaching a certain threshold magnitude of detuning a
thus the asymmetry in the detuning behavior is implied
comparing with the case of positive detuning in the sa
magnitude. The absence of a transient peak can be un
stood by the reasoning that a negatively detuned input b
is not resonant with a wedged PFP cavity at the position
beam incidence but becomes resonant gradually by the
eral shift of a multiply reflected beam position where t
increased cavity gap is more favorable for the lower inp
beam frequency. As a consequence, the maximum positio

FIG. 8. SCRD signals from wedged PFP cavities using a large-size in
beam. The results are shown for the input beam having the FWHM widt
D56 mm and with the cavity wedging angle« of ~a! 15 mrad and~b!
215mrad. The results shown here are for a 10-mm-long PFP cavity c
prising mirrors of the reflectivityR50.99 with a cavity tilt angle ofu
55 mrad.
 license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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a negatively detuned signal is shifted toward the latter p
and the shape of the peak becomes dull without a sharp
sient peak. Starting from a positive frequency detuning,
contrast, the input beam could never have a chance to re
the frequency detuning between the cavity. One should
note that the behavior of detuning is the reverse of each o
for the positive and the negative wedge PFP cavities.
reason can be easily deduced by reminding one of the f
that the resonance conditions to be met with an input be
frequency are opposite in the two cases along the lat
direction.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL DEMONSTRATION OF SPATIAL
CAVITY RINGDOWN

A. Experimental setup

Optical transmission signals from a tilted PFP cav
were observed experimentally and then compared with
results of numerical simulation. This could provide a dire
verification of the theoretical footing made in this article f
the SCRD transmission. In addition, the experiments w
also included for a wedged PFP cavity transmission, wit
practical concern that the nonparallel cavity mirror misalig
ment is one of the most common defects in a PFP cavity
might be seriously detrimental to the transmission charac
istics.

In the experimental demonstration, a PFP etalon w
constructed with two plane mirrors (R;0.99, 25.4-mm di-
ameter! separated byL510 mm, on a commercial Supe
Invar interferometer mount~Burleigh, RC110!. A cw He–Ne
laser~Spectra Physics, 117A! stabilized within about 1 MHz

FIG. 9. SCRD signals from wedged PFP cavities with different freque
detunings. The plots in the left column are with the wedge angle o«
515mrad and the detunings of~a! 20.1 FSR,~b! 0, and~c! 0.1 FSR. The
plots in the right column are with the wedge angle of«5215mrad and the
detunings of~a’! 20.1 FSR, ~b’! 0, and ~c’! 0.1 FSR. The results shown
here are for a 10-mm-long PFP cavity comprising mirrors of the reflecti
R50.99 with a cavity tilt angle ofu55 mrad, illuminated by a Gaussia
beam input at the wavelength of 632.8 nm having the FWHM width ofD
51.0 mm. Note that the behaviors with frequency detunings are reve
for the two wedge angles of opposite sign.
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was used as a light source at the wavelength of 632.8
The s-polarized laser beam was regulated in power to h
less than 100mW and transformed through a spatial filterin
telescope to permit a well-defined Gaussian profile with
beam waist in the diameter of;0.5 mm at the cavity en-
trance. To accomplish a SCRD geometry, we began the
tical alignment by directing the input laser beam toward
PFP cavity in normal incidence and then adjusting the ca
mirrors to be parallel with each other, which was confirm
by the circular symmetry of a transmitted beam profile.
nally, the input beam was slightly steered away from t
normal incidence by a known amount of tilt angleu
5sin21(d/l) which was specified from the deviation of a r
flecting beam positiond on the screen placed in the distan
of l 510 m away from the entrance mirror. Throughout t
entire experiment, the PFP cavity lengthL needs to be fine
controlled in order to either maintain resonance or impos
desired detuning with reference to the input laser frequen
The detuningV between the PFP cavity resonance and
input laser frequency was achieved equivalently by chang
the cavity resonance frequency, instead of laser freque
adjustment. The procedure was done by biasing a con
voltage on a hollow cylindrical piezoelectric transduc
~PZT! where the cavity exit mirror attached on. The tran
mitted spatial beam profiles were digitized by a hig
definition beam analyzer~Spiricon, LBA-500PC! into 512
3480 charge coupled device~CCD! pixel data, permitting
the area of 11.6313 mm2 covered with the aid of 2:1 reduc
tion optics. The SCRD images were captured by averag
16 CCD frames, followed directly by a 1D scan along thex
axis integrating ally-pixel data with the samex coordinates.
Extracted then were the 1D SCRD signals that appro
mately simulate the PFP transmission of beams with
transverse dimension.

B. Results and discussions

Optical transmission signals from the tilted PFP cav
were measured and the results are displayed in Fig. 10 in
form of a 1D scan profile along with the corresponding 2
gray scale map. All 1D scan SCRD profiles were found
coincide excellently with the theoretical curve that was ge
erated by the numerical simulation of best fit, as shown
each inset of the figure. The decaying portion of a SCR
signal envelope also permitted a good fit to a single ex
nential function, which was supported by the flatness and
negligible level of the fit residuals. The frequency detuni
behaviors of the observed SCRD signals agreed nicely w
the theoretical prediction given in the previous section.

In the case of the cavity resonance@see Fig. 10~a!#, the
exponential fit resulted in the ringdown distance ofsd

54.64 mm, implying the average reflectance of the PFP c
ity mirrors to beR50.986 for the given cavity tilt angleu of
6.0 mrad and the mirror separation ofL510 mm in the ex-
periment. Furthermore, the size of the input beam should
determined asD50.46 mm to yield the best fit profile to b
consistent with each observed SCRD signal at an arbit
frequency detuningV @see Figs. 10~b! and 10~c!#.
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The linear dependence of the ringdown distancesd on
the beam incidence angleu, one of the golden rules of th
SCRD theory, was assessed experimentally. As indicate
the result shown in Fig. 11, the SCRD experiment done
several incidence angles revealed quite a good linea
within the experimental error of less than 3%. Regarding
experimental error involved in the determination of rin
down distance, our SCRD measurement was shown to
the uncertainty ofss /sd52.831022. The minimum detect-
able sample lossLmin in our SCRD setup would then b
limited to 3.931024/pass, from the theoretical estimatio
given byLmin5(12R)ss/sd .

In a usual situation, the ringdown distancesd is likely to
be measured in the presence of nonzero fluctuation of
frequency detuningVerr, or at least with the frequency de
tuning of maximum transmissionVc . With our PFP cavity
setup, however, the realistic ringdown distancesd(Vc) is ex-
pected to be different from the theoreticalsd by a factor no
greater than 431026, which readily turns out to be far be
low the measurement precision. On the other hand, the p
tical uncertainty arising from a poor frequency lockVerr may
lead to the even greater deviation of the ringdown distan

FIG. 10. Measured SCRD signals from a tilted PFP cavity with differ
frequency detunings. The frequency detunings are assigned experime
by ~a! V50, ~b! V50.12 FSR, and~c! V50.20 FSR. The 1D scan SCRD
profile ~solid line! is extracted from the corresponding 2D distribution
cavity transmission displayed in a 2D grayscale map~photographic image in
the inset!. The theoretical SCRD curve that best fits to each experime
signal is shown by a dotted line. The results shown here are for a 10-
long PFP cavity with a cavity tilt angle ofu56 mrad, illuminated by a
Gaussian beam input at the wavelength of 632.8 nm. From the numeric
the reflectance of the cavity mirrors and the input beam size are deduc
R50.986 andD50.46 mm in FWHM, respectively.
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for example, the frequency detuning ofVerr50.12 FSR as in
the case of Fig. 10~b! would give rise to an erroneous ring
down distance about 10% greater than the ideal ringdo
distancesd . Even for a moderate frequency control with th
precision ofherr50.1 with reference to the FWHM width o
a cavity resonance, the ringdown distance error may amo
up to 1%.

The SCRD signal generation from a PFP cavity suffer
the nonparallel mirror misalignment was then experimenta
tested for positive and negative wedge angles between
cavity mirrors with the results shown in Figs. 12 and 1
respectively. The SCRD behaviors with the frequency det
ing were found to be exactly the same as the theoret
prediction made before.

As has been indicated before by the numerical inve
gation that even very small wedging in the cavity mirr
alignment could lead to a drastic deviation in the SCR
features, the observed SCRD signals were found to be
from single exponential decays for the cavity wedge ang
of a few tens ofmrad. Except for the visibility of intensity
modulation in the negative detuning which was somew
degraded in the course of 2D detection and the 1D scan
1D scan SCRD profiles exhibited excellent quantitat
agreement with the theoretical curves and with the resul
simulation parameters. It is remarkable that although the
fraction is in fact the 2D phenomenon, the SCRD sign
generation with the physical parameters of this article co
be treated successfully only with the theory for one tra
verse dimension. Even though the cavity wedge angles
signed in the experiment were too small to allow a dire
measurement, the numerical fit of the SCRD signals co
permit quite a reliable estimation on the cavity wedge ang
as the positive wedge of«550mrad for Fig. 12 and the
negative wedge of«5227mrad for Fig. 13. The theoreti-
cally assessed frequency detuning, given in each inset o
figures, might seem to exhibit a discrepancy with the va
assigned in the experiment. However, this is not the con
quence of the theoretical deficiency but rather reflects
experimental uncertainty accompanied in assigning the c
ity frequency detuning.
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FIG. 11. Dependence of the ringdown distancesd on the beam incidence
angleu. The solid circles represent the experimental data and the solid
shows the linear regression of the data. The results shown here are
10-mm-long PFP cavity comprising mirrors of the reflectivityR50.986 il-
luminated by a Gaussian beam input at the wavelength of 632.8 nm ha
the FWHM width ofD50.46 mm.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a firm theoretical background
spatial cavity ringdown~SCRD! transmission and its primar
features. Cavity transfer function has been derived ana
cally to treat the optical transmission in a tilted PFP cav
without diffraction loss, showing dependence on both
wave number and the spatial frequency of an input be
The SCRD has been shown to pertain to a PFP cavity th
tilted from the normal incidence by above a certain ang
permitting a narrow Lorentzian transmission localized n
dc spatial frequency. When an incident beam of adequ
transverse dimension excites this single resonance trans
sion, an exponential decay of a transmitted beam could
viously take place in the spatial profile, being characteriz
by the decay distance which is equal to the inverse of
FWHM bandwidth of the Lorentzian transmission.

In a closer look, the spatial profiles of SCRD have be
found to vary with frequency detuning, which can be eas
accounted for in terms of the feature of overlap between
input beam spatial frequency distribution and the shif
transmission peak. Simultaneously, the change in the tr
mission peak width has led to the linear deviation in t

FIG. 12. Measured SCRD signals from a positively wedged («.0) PFP
cavity with different frequency detunings. The frequency detunings are
signed experimentally by~a! V520.12 FSR, ~b! V50, and ~c! V
50.12 FSR. The SCRD signals are displayed in the 2D grayscale map~pho-
tographic image! and in the corresponding 1D scan profile~thin line in the
inset below!. The theoretical curve~thick line! best fit to each experimenta
signal is plotted along with the resulting frequency detuning paramete
dicated in the inset. The results shown here are for a 10-mm-long PFP c
comprising mirrors of the reflectivityR50.986 with a cavity tilt angle of
u56 mrad, illuminated by a Gaussian beam input at the wavelength
632.8 nm having the FWHM width ofD50.46 mm.
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decay distance and the reduction of the output coupling
tensity as compared with those at resonance. The find
dictates the requirement of tight frequency lock between
incident laser and the PFP cavity for the application of
SCRD concept as a spectroscopic tool. Theoretical desc
tion and the numerical simulation have been further exten
to treat the SCRD in the presence of the nonparallel ca
mirror misalignment. It has been shown that even a sm
wedging of mirror planes in a high-finesse cavity could gi
rise to a drastic degradation of SCRD features, yielding n
exponential decays superimposed with an intensity mod
tion originating from the nonlinear interference. In additio
spatial aspects of SCRD depending on the sign of freque
detunings have been found to be quite more asymmetric
those with an ideal PFP cavity. Finally the SCRD signal ge
eration has been demonstrated, which confirms the vali
of the theoretical description made in this article for the P
cavity transmission.

We expect the SCRD concept to open a new class
spectroscopic sensing techniques, provided that the af
mentioned requirements are satisfied and some techn
problems are resolved for the large-dimension mirrors

s-

-
ity

f

FIG. 13. Measured SCRD signals from a negatively wedged («,0) PFP
cavity with different frequency detunings. The frequency detunings are
signed experimentally by~a! V520.12 FSR, ~b! V50, and ~c! V
50.12 FSR. The SCRD signals are displayed in the 2D grayscale map~pho-
tographic image! and in the corresponding 1D scan profile~thin line in the
inset below!. The theoretical curve~thick line! best fit to each experimenta
signal is plotted along with the resulting frequency detuning parameter
dicated in the inset. The results shown here are for a 10-mm-long PFP c
comprising mirrors of the reflectivityR50.986 with a cavity tilt angle of
u56 mrad, illuminated by a Gaussian beam input at the wavelength
632.8 nm having the FWHM width ofD50.46 mm.
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good surface figure, the good-quality input beam with mi
mal diffraction and pointing stabilization, and the tunable
broadband cw light sources.
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